
Thurn and Taxis Post in 

the Southern Netherlands 

1501 - 1794



Thurn and Taxis Post (1st Period) 

1501 – 1672 

Letter from Hoogstraeten to Breda 

and reply  – 17 September 1556

No postal marks: sent by private 

messenger? – Closed by paper strip 

with imprinted seal of the sender.

: “Gheeft den brenger een stuiver” 

(Give the bringer a stuver).

Breda – Hoogstraeten 18 September 

1565 : “terstond” (Immediately) –

“betaalt brenger van dezen een 

stuiver hem bij U beloofd zijnde” 

(pays the bringer of these a stuver. 

promised to him by you)



Hoogstraeten to Breda 

Gheeft den brenger een 

stuiver” (Give the

bringer a stuver).

Breda – Hoogstraeten

18 September 1565 : 

“terstond” 

(Immediately) – “betaalt 

brenger van dezen een 

stuiver hem bij U 

beloofd zijnde” (pays the 

bringer of these a stuver. 

promised to him by you)



Originele brief 

Hoogstraeten - Breda

Antwoord

Breda - Hoogstraeten















The document ' AU ROY EN SON CONSEIL D'ESTAT' is a request to 

the French king Louis XIV from the postmasters and postmen of Ghent, Aalst 

and the Land of Waas. Until 1701 they enjoyed a total exemption from taxes. 

In 1708 this exemption was abolished, except for a number of matters on 

which the postmasters retain their privileges, after royal decree on the subject.

However, the States General of Flanders (Grouping of Mayors) demanded 

these taxes from the postmasters and postmen, without taking into account the 

royal decree.

The postmen are not willing or able to pay this tax, and the States General 

of Flanders has turned to the Great Council of Mechelen to enforce the 

payments. For financial reasons, the postmen are not able to litigate against 

the town council: with their low wages, they cannot pay the legal costs.

They therefore submit a request to the king to forbid the town councils to 

turn to the Great Council of Mechelen. This request is granted by the king, 

and the postmen are right.



5.  French Post under Pajot 1701 – 1714

Request to King Louis XIV

Request from the Relay Postmasters and postal clerks of Ghent, 

Aalst and the Land of Waas,   carried around by their own 

messenger and annotated by the various Relay-Postmasters.

The written text confirms that this copy must be submitted by a messenger to the Postmasters: 

To  transfer to the head of the collegiate body of the Land of Waes: to grant this copy … to  the 

widow Geerts in Waesmunster … and the postholder of Exaerde and the postmaster of Saint 

Nicholas, and to give a report on this.

Actum in the post office to Gendt of the 6th of August 1711.

Michel Mahieu de Colier, director of the  post



On the following pages we find notes signed by these people

We subscribed, 

aldermen of Lokeren, 

country of Waes, 

claim to have  

received from 

Andries Van 

Petegem, postholder

in the Keirsmaecker, 

a true copy from 

what is standing in 

front of you in print.    

Actum 26 August 

1711.

Ryngaut Gillis de 

Wildz – Jacobus Flo 

– R.D. Vylder





Mery Christmas – Happy Newyear
from Ghent

Vrolijk Kerstfeest – Voorspoedig 2021 
uit Gent

Dank voor uw aandacht

Thanks for your attention.


